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Affectionate communication, the conveyance of closeness, care, and fondness for another, plays a key role in
romantic relationships. While the pervasive use of digital technology for communication limits affectionate
interaction through nonverbal cues – a major channel of expression in face-to-face settings, there have been
few approaches which scaffold couples’ romantic text conversations. To bridge this gap, we propose a novel
interactive system Lily which gives users inspirations to enrich their romantic expressions in text messaging.
It first listens to users’ original input and then recommends romantic lyrics holding the closest meaning
in real-time during chats with partners. After a three-day empirical study, participants who are real-life
couples reported that they not only received useful cues from Lily in terms of how to polish their affectionate
expressions, but also learnt to enrich the conversation with topics enlightened by its recommendations. Based
on our findings, we finally provide several design considerations for actual deployment of such an application.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Affectionate communication, “an individual’s intentional and overt enactment or expression of
feelings of closeness, care, and fondness for another” [25], is essential for relationship definition,
development, and maintenance [12, 29]. Compared to instrumental communication, which revolves
around specific tasks, affectionate communication unfolds the expressive side – “the heart” – of
a relationship [61]. While affection is often expressed via nonverbal behaviors (e.g., touch, eye
contact, etc. [9, 21]), prior studies have shown clear evidence of the importance of verbal affectionate
interactions (e.g., [14, 50, 60]). In the era of information technology and social media, more and
more communication between couples is carried out in the form of instant text messaging, as
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Fig. 1. (A) is the initial user interface of our system. It shows where the recommendations would appear by
displaying three blank oval shapes. (B) shows users’ typing input and three recommended lines of romantic
song lyrics. (C) shows the randomized results of our system. Even if users type the same words, it will not
always return the exact same lines.

they can thereby stay in contact when physically apart [38, 47, 48]. In such situations, nonverbal
cues are largely absent, and affectionate communication relies more heavily on the expressions in
words [49, 58, 59].
Prior studies have looked into how technology can improve the quality of online communication.
One of the most common approaches, as suggested by Calvo et al. , is to design computer systems
that enable users to amplify or reexpress their emotions in other ways in order to support nonverbal
communication in technology-mediated communication [10]. For example, Liu et al. introduced
ReactionBot, which was built on Slack 1 platform. It scans users’ facial expressions through the
users’ webcams and attaches proper emojis automatically during an online chat [43]. Another
popular approach is to provide additional contextual information to make conversational partners
feel more connected. For instance, Griggio et al. designed and built Lifelines, a mobile application,
which provides infographic data of a user’s partner, such as ‘closeness to home’ or ‘outgoing
calls’ [26]. Nevertheless, the use of nonverbal stimuli (e.g., emoji, sticker, visualization, etc.) in
textual communication may introduce ambiguity [26] and even misinterpretation [11], and may
sometimes reduce users’ need to have direct communication [26]. To mitigate these issues, several
research works suggest that one should seek medium-specific ways to improve communications
rather than simply augmenting text with more channels [10]. In other words, it is necessary to
encourage users to enrich their textual expression, even with the presence of other means of
communication. For example, Cha et al. indicated the need to add supportive text and annotation
to minimize misinterpretation of stickers in messaging [11]. Kelly et al. proposed Message Builder,
which is designed to provoke users’ effort to increase the length of messages by continuously
showing the number of characters [37].
While these works showcase that increasing the clarity and length of text message can promote conveyance of emotion, little research has explored how to directly improve the quality of
affectionate communication in text from two aspects: 1) promoting the use of affectionate words,
such as “verbal statements expressing love, praise, or friendship” [63]; and 2) enabling positive
affective tones to show affection, companionship, empathy, and warmth [56]. To fill this gap, we
propose the design of an interactive system, Lily (Love in lyrics), which helps users articulate
and enrich their expressions of affection in online text chat. In particular, this system first reads
users’ typed messages and then prompts users in real-time lyrics from positive romantic songs that
1 https://slack.com/
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hold similar meanings to the original input messages. Previous literature suggests that the role
of lyrics in popular music is to enhance the expression of affect [45]. Referencing the examples
of how their intentions are conveyed in lyrics provided by Lily, users can learn to enrich their
expressions of affection, which is one of the key requirements for mediating emotions in romantic
relationships [29].
As shown in Fig. 1, Lily presents three recommendations right below the users’ input line. In the
beginning, it only shows blank oval shapes to make users aware of where recommendations would
appear (see (A)). It reads users’ typing in real-time. However, it does not initiate recommendations
until users type more than two words (see (B)). That is because a single word could not provide
sufficient information to generate meaningful suggestions. In addition, to avoid the repetition of
certain recommendations, especially when the exact same input is given, Lily has been designed to
randomly select the output for presentation from among a set of candidates, which is computed as
the top 0.1% semantic similarities with users’ original texts (see (B) and (C)).
Through a three-day empirical study with five couples (a total of 10 people), we explored
how the system influences users’ conversational behaviors and perception during affectionate
communication. We confirmed that users are inspired to refine their affectionate expressions through
the use of Lily while they found its recommendations less adequate for instrumental conversations.
Moreover, participants also reported that they could find certain keywords from recommendations
that raised new topics during the chats. Interestingly, most participants began to use sweeter words
with their partners, after noticing their partners liked hearing words recommended by Lily. Lastly,
they provided comments regarding additional features to improve usability of the system and user
interface design for future work.
The main contributions of this paper are as follows:
• This research proposes an interactive system promoting the use of affectionate expressions
by manifesting similar meanings with users’ real-time input.
• This research contributes to helping users polish their affectionate expressions. We found
that users indeed refer to the recommendations for inspiration of expressions and topics.
• This research provides design considerations for building a system facilitating affectionate
communications.
The remainder of the manuscript is organized as follows. First, we describe and summarize the
related work in Section 2. Next, we elaborate how our system, Lily, is designed and implemented in
Section 3. This covers what dataset we use, what model we use for measuring semantics of sentences,
and what features we consider in the design of Lily. In Section 4, we describe the evaluation of our
system by asking real couples to use Lily for three consecutive days. The results and findings of
the three-day empirical study are described in Section 5. Finally, we summarize the key design
considerations in Section 6. We further discuss the limitations and future directions in Section 7,
and conclude our work in Section 8.
2

RELATED WORK

In this section, we illustrate the groundwork of our study: affectionate communication, affectionate
communication in computer-mediated communication (CMC), the emotional aspects of lyrics, and
the measuring of semantic similarities. In each section, we also provide our considerations for
designing the system, Lily.
2.1

Affectionate Communication

Affection is a positive internal state regarding another [25]. The communication of affection,
“individual’s intentional and overt enactment or expression of feelings of closeness, care, and
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fondness for another”, plays an important role in terms of relational development, definition, and
maintenance [12, 25, 29]. It has been widely considered that affectionate communication can be
operated mainly through nonverbal behaviors such as kissing, hugging, and so on [2, 20].
However, such perspectives limit the consideration for the importance of verbal components in
affectionate communication. A number of studies assert that affectionate verbal behaviors are also
crucial. For example, Twardosz et al. included verbal statements as an important class for coding
affectionate behaviors [63]. Owen maintained that the verbal expression of affection is essential,
especially in personal relationships [50]. This raises two important points: 1) verbal cues are also
important keys and 2) verbal cues could be another feature that can be controlled. In this regard,
we focus on facilitating the use of verbal statements in affectionate communication.
2.2

Affectionate Communication in CMC

A number of studies have explored the use of digital technology in romantic relationships. For
example, Andalibi et al. argued that couples would reciprocate their romantic context more effectively by diversifying their communication channels [3]. That is because certain channels such as
Snapchat allow users to convey nonverbal cues(e.g., facial expressions) better than other channels.
Scissors et al. investigated the features and aspects of romantic couples’ conflict communication
in CMC [58, 59]. Both studies noted that CMC lacks nonverbal cues compared to face-to-face
communication. Since only a limited amount of cues can be transferred through CMC [15], how to
convey nonverbal cues through digital technology has been actively studied. For example, Liebman
et al. introduced a new experimental design which results show the relationship between interpersonal affinity and nonverbal cues in CMC [42]. Liu et al. designed ReactionBot, which lets users’
webcams monitor facial expression so that the ReactionBot could attach emojis automatically [43].
Kelly et al. proposed Message Builder, which stimulates users to make longer text messages, since
they believe that encouraging users to put more effort into their messages fosters their relational
maintenance [37]. More recently, Griggio et al. proposed a mobile application named Lifelines which
provides six pieces of infographics about a user’s romantic partners. However, the infographics
presented via Lifeline eventually reduces the communication between couples, because it already
provides too much information about their partners, too often [26].
In the computational linguistics field, there are some works that fully utilize text to grasp nonverbal cues. For example, Zhang et al. developed a framework in order to predict antisocial behaviors
solely based on context [70]. Danescu-Niculescu-Mizil et al. analyzed movie scripts and confirmed
that people tend to adapt verbal features to each other in conversation drawing on dialogues in the
scripts [16]. Though these studies do not necessarily cover affectionate communication, we can
learn that verbal statements provide rich contextual information. Eventually, the abovementioned
studies led us to consider that a system which provides various expressions or keywords in real-time
for given contexts would be beneficial for couple users, especially when the context is expected to
be affectionate. Few studies have sought to facilitate real-time management of verbal cues for better
communication of affection. To fill this gap, we developed a novel interactive system that would
provide users with suggestions for similar but richer expressions for affectionate communication.
2.3

Emotional Arousal by Lyrics

Song lyrics are different from other general text documents [68]. More precisely, lyrics can evoke
powerful emotions [65, 66, 68]. Due to the distinctive characteristics of lyrics, the association
between emotion and lyrics has been actively studied [24, 39, 68]. Interestingly, there is diverse
research borrowing ideas and theories from Linguistics and Psychology domains to elucidate and
examine this association [13, 32, 45, 57]. For example, Ellis et al. noting that novelty is a crucial
part to provoke human affective responses, they proposed a quantifying model to measure the
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lexical novelty of a song’s lyrics [22]. Mihalcea et al. focused on the role of lyrics in terms of human
emotions, and they presented a novel corpus of lyrics annotated for emotions [45].
By surveying the aforementioned studies, it is evident that lyrics have distinct features in
two aspects. Lyrics have lexical novelty and do not necessarily follow conventional grammatical
structures [22, 45]. Then a question may arise: ruling out that the novelty promotes emotionality [22],
how would such bizarre sentences be beneficial for enriching affectionate communication? We
aim to answer this question via Lily. Lily provides users with romantic lyrics to augment their
affectionate communication. Users are expected to get idea from such lyrics by example. As
previous studies maintain that lyrics enhance people’s emotions [65, 68], we leverage these findings
to facilitate users’ affectionate communications. To be more specific, we utilized romantic songs’
lyrics to enhance users’ romantic expressions in an interpersonal chatting UI.
2.4

Measuring Semantic Similarities of Sentences

As Lily is intended to show recommendations which are semantically close to users’ input in realtime, measuring semantic similarity between lyrics and input text is a crucial part of our system.
There are abundant studies measuring semantic similarities of sentences. Pennington et al. built
GloVe for word similarity, word analogy, and named entity recognition based on a global log-bilinear
regression model, which showed better performance compared to other models [52]. Yang et al.
proposed a method for measuring sentence-level semantic similarity that utilized unsupervised
learning [69]. In the year 2018, Devlin et al. introduced Bidirectional Encoder Representations
from Transformers (BERT) [17]. Around the time of the development of Lily, models built upon
BERT were shown to outperform other existing language representation models in eight tasks of
the General Language Understand Evaluation (GLUE) benchmark, which includes Similarity and
Paraphrase Tasks [17, 64]. That is to say, BERT was the state-of-the-art language representation
models at the time [17], enabling us to have high quality vector representations of natural languages
for more accurate assessment of semantic similarities between texts. Therefore, we decided to use
the BERT for measuring semantic similarities, as it had the state-of-the-art accuracy performance.
Note that since BERT is a pre-trained model [17] built upon existing corpora, we can easily replace
it with a better pre-trained model (new state-of-the-art) if necessary in the future.
3

LILY: A SYSTEM MANIFESTING LYRICS

As the first step into the exploration of how to facilitate affectionate communication in text at
expression level, we design Lily, a proof-of-concept prototype system to investigate the design
opportunities, considerations, and challenges. Note that we do not intend the system proposed here
to be a canonical example of what the technology should look like eventually; rather, we position
it as a tool to probe user experiences for in-depth reflection and insight validation. Fig. 2 illustrates
the overall framework of Lily, with the design and evaluation of which we would like to explore
three research questions:
• RQ1: (How) could a text messaging system help users amplify or reshape their affectionate
expressions, and in what way would users utilize such technological support?
• RQ2: How would users perceive the use of technology to assist affectionate communication
in chatting, and what are their concerns?
• RQ3: What aspects of such an affectionate communication supporting system should be
considered to improve its performance, usability, and user experience?
As described in Fig. 2, a user would type words in the input block to reply his/her partner in a text
message. Lily reads the users’ original input(r 1 ), and then it computes and returns the three most
semantically similar lyrics(l 1 , l 2 , l 3 ) from its database. We chose to display three candidates only to
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Fig. 2. The overview of our system framework. (a) Once a user receives a message(M 1 ) from his/her partner,
(b) the user types some phrases(r 1 ) to reply in the input line. (c) Then the system reads the phrases(r 1 ). (d)
The system then returns three corresponding lines(l 1 , l 2 , l 3 ) of lyrics. (e) The lines(l 1 , l 2 , l 3 ) are presented on
the chat UI so that (f) the user can refer to them(l 1 , l 2 , l 3 ) to refine his/her response(R 1 ) before sending it.

ensure that all the results can be fit in a single line. This is to avoid cluttering the interface and taking
up too much of the space for conversation display, minimizing impact on the messaging experience.
Once three recommendations are presented on the browser, the user would refer to them so that
he/she can refine the expressions. Then the user finalizes and completes the responding message(R 1 ).
This whole process would happen in real-time to facilitate users’ affectionate communication.
The remaining part of this section elucidates on the following: which data Lily uses, how Lily
computes semantic similarity, how Lily is implemented, and what the main considerations are in
the system design.
3.1

Data Description

We first utilized Spotify as a data source. This is because it is not only well known as one of the
most popular music websites [1], but also provides various songs in different genres and moods.
We crawled around 1,052 songs’ titles and artists from the Most Loved subcategory of the Romance
moods category. There are three more subcategories under Romance category: Pillow talk, Let’s stay
together, and Heartbreakers. However, songs from Pillow talk mostly do not have lyrics. In addition,
those in Heartbreakers are mainly talking about breaking up. Therefore, considering that the Most
loved songs would much better fit our research purposes, we only collected songs from Most loved.
Since Spotify does not provide lyric data, we crawled the data from Google by searching song
title/artist pairs. After excluding several songs for which lyrics are not fully in English, we were
able to gain 862 Romance mood songs with 39,604 lines of lyrics in English. Considering some lines
are repeated within songs, we ruled out any overlapping lines. This resulted in 19,909 unique lines,
of which we filtered out lines which have less than three lexical items within a given line. The
reason we filtered them this way is that such lines with only one or two lexical items usually have
too little contextual information to diversify the expression, such as “Hi”, “very good”, and so on.
Therefore, we finally obtained 18,777 lines of lyrics from the 862 songs. The average number of
words in each line is 7.13 (std: 2.70).
3.2

Semantic Similarity between Users’ Input and Lyrics

As discussed earlier, our design goal is to promote the use of affectionate words with positive
affective tones. To avoid depriving users of the sense of agency and effort [37], we propose to
present users with examples extracted computationally from lyrics that bear similar meaning to
Proc. ACM Hum.-Comput. Interact., Vol. 3, No. CSCW, Article 79. Publication date: November 2019.
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Recommendations

How are you?

Do you have a boyfriend?

How’s your research progress?

Where have you been?
How’s your day been?
How did I get you?
Are you into me?
Are you really in love?
Do you still drive?†
How’s your day been?
I think you are doing fine.
What’s been on your mind?

79:7

Similarity

0.82
0.78
0.75
0.86
0.85
0.83
0.86
0.77
0.76

Time*

0.31

0.30

0.32

Table 1. Test results of our framework. The second column shows three recommendations for the given input
sentence. The third column shows the cosine similarity between each recommendation and input sentence.
The last column shows the amount of time consumed to process. *The time is indicated in seconds. † In the
urban dictionary, the second definition of the verb “drive” is “to have sex with”. That is to say, “Do you still
drive” may mean to ask if a person has a sexual partner in the context of asking for a date, and thus receives
a high semantic similarity score given the input sentence “Do you have a boyfriend”.

the original message but with more diverse, positive expression of affection. To this end, we chose
to use BERT, the state-of-the-art language representation model at the time [17, 67], to encode
sentences as vectors. We then used cosine similarity in the vector encoding space to measure
semantic similarity between sentences. Previous studies have showed that a BERT-Base, uncased
pre-trained model outperformed other conventional models in measuring semantic similarity with
highest accuracy [17, 67]. We thus followed the same practice, namely, performing the process on
texts that have been already lowercased. Note that we use ranking rather than the absolute cosine
distance value to select more semantically similar candidates for recommendation, to avoid issues
with threshold setting. The detailed process is as follows.
In accordance with the definition of each symbol noted in Fig. 2, our system computes the
following function, where L is the whole dataset of lyrics and cos_sim() returns cosine similarity:
argmax cos_sim(lm , r n )
lm ⊂L

First, we embed all 18,777 lines of lyrics into the pre-trained model and stored the features
beforehand so that we could save some time when computing semantic similarity. The features and
lyrics are associated with its index. Then, the server 1) gets a single feature of the user’s original
input, 2) computes the similarity between the single feature and the 18,777 features of lyrics, and 3)
finally returns the top 0.1% similar lines. Step 1) and 3) require little time to be executed. However,
step 2) requires quite a lot of time, because it has to compute cosine similarity between the user’s
features and all 18,777 features. We first tested it with a simple loop-based script, and it took around
20 seconds. Considering that we are building a real-time based communication system, 20 seconds
would not be a feasible result. Hence, we modified the script to let the server multi-process. With
empirical trials, we decided to set 16 processes for multi-processing. It takes approximately 0.3
seconds to finish the whole process.
We conducted a simple test to verify if our approach can return reasonable lyrics for a given
sentence. We compiled a list of twenty common yet diverse sentences from daily conversations,
and each author examined the recommendation performance independently. Table 1 shows the
results of three examples randomly selected from the testing list. All authors concurred that for
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every sentence in the test at least one of the three recommendations are very related to the input
sentence in terms of the context and meaning. In addition, the testing shows that the computation
time is quite robust, taking about 0.3 seconds to perform each round of recommendation on a server
machine with two GPUs (NVDIA GeForce GTX 1080 Ti). In brief, Lily has the potential to probe
the idea of reexpressing a given sentence in a more diverse, affectionate manner without changing
the original semantics in real-time.
3.3

System Implementation and Considerations

Lily is implemented as a form of Chrome extension. 2 We chose Slack as the chat platform, meaning
Lily is designed to be applicable on Slack, for its easiness to add peripheral functions. The backend
of Lily is built in Python Flask, 3 while its frontend has been built fully in JavaScript codes. During
a chat, we store log data such as timestamp, users’ original input, and recommendations from Lily.
There are three features we considered for implementation:
• Non-clickable: The system does not allow users to click to attach the recommendations on
the input slot automatically. It also does not allow users to copy and paste the recommended
words. We added this feature considering that both full or partial auto-completion like
behaviors would reduce the chance for effortful writing, which is considered as crucial to
foster and support close personal relationships [35–37].
• Randomization: Three recommended lines are always randomly selected from the top
0.1% in semantic similarity to users’ given input. This was done in order to avoid the same
recommendation appear repeatedly to users. Due to the randomization, users can receive
more diverse expressions.
• Real-time: Recommended lines are shown to users in real-time. Once a user types more than
two words, the server immediately returns three lines out of the 18,777 lines. This allows
users to receive recommendations in real-time so that they can have more time to polish
their expressions.
However, the abovementioned features eventually made us consider trade-offs. For instance,
some users might feel frustrated by the non-clickable feature, because he or she is more familiar
with clickable features when using other chat platforms. Regarding the randomization feature,
it could be problematic for users who would expect and want to see certain expressions again,
when he or she types the exact same words. Lastly, to achieve the real-time feature requires strong
computing power, meaning the system needs cannot be executable solely on a local machine
with contemporary technologies. It can entail privacy issues. We discuss more about such design
considerations in Section 6.2. In the future work, these points should be more considered in
designing a novel interactive system. Another thing to note is that, we chose not to limit the source
of lyrics to only songs jointly liked by a couple to 1) ensure that the dataset can cover a wide range
of context and provide relevant suggestions accordingly, and 2) ensure the diversity of example
expressions to maintain user curiosity and engagement.
4

EXPERIMENT

Probing the usefulness of technology designed for romantic relationships is best done through
real-world romantic partners. In this regard, we tried to figure out how Lily inspired people with
diverse expressions and how this enhanced intimacy with their partners.
2 https://developer.chrome.com/extensions
3 http://flask.pocoo.org/
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Group

Dyad #

ID

Age

Gender

Country

Terms*

Personality**

BEQ***

(A)

1

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

25
23
26
22
24
23
19
18
20
20

Male
Female
Male
Female
Male
Female
Male
Female
Male
Female

Korea
Korea
Korea
Korea
Mexico
China
Indonesia
Indonesia
Indonesia
Indonesia

22
22
24
24
36
36
2
2
6
6

Introversion(38)
Extroversion(45)
Introversion(36)
Extroversion(40)
Introversion(36)
Extroversion(39)
Introversion(38)
Extroversion(42)
Extroversion(44)
Introversion(27)

23
24
24
27
20
28
19
28
19
19

2
3
(B)

4
5

Table 2. Demographic, relationship terms, personality, and positive emotional expressivity information about
participants in the Lily user study. *The relationship terms are recorded by month. **Those whose scores are
higher than the mean are extroverts, while lower than the mean are introverts. ***Positive expressivity scores
are collected through the Berkeley expressivity questionnaire [30].

4.1

Participants

We recruited five dyads who are real couples (10 people: 5 females, 5 males; see Table 2 for a
detailed summary) from a local university through on-campus flyers and word-of-mouth. The
participants’ ages ranged from 18 to 26 (Mean = 22.0, SD = 2.53). They major in diverse areas
such as computer science, mechanical engineering, finance and economics, life science, and so on.
The majority of them are Asians, the largest ethnic group in the student body of the university at
which we conducted the study. All participants hold English qualifications (either TOEFL score ≥
100 or IELTS score ≥ 7.0). Considering that the official language of the university is English, all the
participants verified that they use a mix of English and mother tongue in daily life. In addition,
P1-P4 and P9-P10 received education from English-medium international schools before joining
the university. In particular, P1-P4 all grew up overseas in English speaking countries and regions,
though they are of Korean nationality. Such backgrounds make participants familiar with chatting
in English to each other in their everyday lives even for those of the same nationality. In this regard,
we ask participants to chat in English only when using Lily as the system currently only supports
the English language.
We introduced our study as “A system for improving couple’s emotional conversation” and
invited participants who would be available for three consecutive days. All couples were located
in the same city during the course of our experiment for conducting interviews. The participants
received a token of appreciation upon the completion of the entire study. One noticeable feature of
our participants is that the three couples have been in their relationship for 22 months or more
and the other two couples have been together for six months or less, as described in Table 2. This
suggests that our study reflects the perspective of both long-term couples (denoted as Group A)
and short-term couples (Group B).
4.2

Procedure

To explore answers to the three research questions raised in Section 3, we ask the participants to
use Lily for at least thirty minutes per day for three consecutive days, and invite them to the lab
for interviews at the end of each day.
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4.2.1 Study preparation. For each couple, on the first day, we obtain individual consent and after
that describe the overall procedure of the experiment to them. Then, each member is guided to
separate rooms and complete an online pre-study questionnaire. The participants are asked to
provide information about their demographics, relationship closeness with their partners, emotional
expressivity, and personalities. In particular, we administer Relationship Closeness Inventory(RCI)
and Unidimensional Relationship Closeness Scale(URCS) to measure the frequency, diversity,
and strength of interpersonal relationships [6, 18]. We assess emotional expressivity using the
Berkeley expressivity questionnaire [30] to determine if the participants are good at communicating
internal emotional or affective states prior to the study. Since emotional expressivity is indicative
of extraversion [55] and extroverted people are expected to be more emotionally expressive [8], we
also collect scores of the extraversion dimension of personality [27, 31] to better understand our
participants’ characteristics.
Note that we keep the couples apart for the pre-study survey because, in the pilot study, we
found that both of the participants gave full marks for the closeness to one another after they have
sat together and filled out the form side by side. To ensure the truthfulness of the data, we have the
participants provide the ratings independently in the actual study.
4.2.2 Main study with daily interview. After submitting the pre-study questionnaire, the couple
are free to explore Lily and start chatting using the system. There is no pre-study survey on the
second and third day, and the participants can initiate chatting in Lily at will. We make it clear to
the participants that they are not obligated to use Lily’s recommendation feature. With consent,
we record the entire chat history. Each entry of the log data contains a time stamp, content entered
in the input slot, the set of recommendations presented by Lily, and the final message sent, if any.
At the end of each day, we invite the couples back to the lab for a face-to-face interview to grasp
users’ feedback regarding their experience with our system during the day. The goal is to get a
comprehensive insight into how Lily influences affectionate communication and intimacy and
how this process evolves over time. We audio record all interviews using a Macbook Pro (13-inch,
2017) and transcribe all the responses into text. In addition, while the first author asks questions of
the interviewees, the second author observes their reactions and takes notes to supplement audio
recording of the interviews.
The daily interviews unfold around three themes: 1) From a sender’s point of view, would
participants voluntarily adjust their expressions based on Lily’s recommendations? In what way
has Lily changed the way they speak or type, if at all? 2) From a receiver’s perspective, does Lily
help boost a sense of intimacy with one another, in the way prior literature suggests that people can
perceive intimacy through positive interactions with partners [54]? Why or why not? Additionally
3) overall, does Lily inspire users to enrich their affectionate communication? If so, in what fashion?
When discussing the theme, we ask the interviewees to revisit their chat history and provide us
with specific examples, if applicable. We invite them to recall what has happened and reflect on
their personal feelings.
4.2.3 Post-study survey and exit interview. Upon the completion of the entire study, on the third
day, we ask participants to fill out the post-study survey online before the exit interview. We collect
the RCI and URCS scores again to see if there would be any significant changes before and after
the experiment. In the final interview, we ask several additional questions beyond the previous
ones which are to identify the effectiveness and usefulness of Lily. For instance, we investigate the
following: 1) if a user would like to use Lily even after the completion of the study, 2) if a user would
recommend his/her partner to use Lily, 3) if there would be anything to be added to or improved in
Lily, and 4) under which conditions or scenarios people would find Lily more beneficial. Note that
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we only ask these attitude and assessment types of questions in the exit interview to avoid biasing
the participants.
4.3

Data Analysis

4.3.1 Data masking. Though the chat logs are collected for detailed analysis with the participants’
consent, they may contain privacy-invading information. Hence, we have the participants review
their chat history and mask sensitive information before any analysis on a daily basis to avoid
breaching their privacy. To be more specific, couples are asked to go over their chat logs of the day
presented in a text file together in our lab prior to showing the data to us in the daily interview.
They are free to delete any entry (replacing it with *** sign) from the file if one or both of them
want to keep that information private.
4.3.2 Chat logs. To investigate users’ practices and verify if Lily indeed has an impact on their
conversational behavior (RQ1), we manually identified how many times each participant actually
referred to Lily’s recommendations to beautify their input message (P1-10, see Table 2 for personal
details). We first tried to locate the usage of recommendations directly from the participants during
the interviews by allowing them to check their chat logs one by one. However, not everyone
could remember all the details clearly [23]. We thus scrutinized the log data which contains a
time-stamp, original input, recommendations, and the final input for evidence. While any keywords
or expressions in the prompt recommendations are absent from the users’ original input in the
text box, if they are in the final message sent, we consider that the user has typed what it has
been suggested by Lily and count it as a hit. Two of the authors code the data independently
(Cohen’s Kappa (k) = 0.78) and resolve uncertainties through discussion. Table 3 summarizes the
number of utterances per person during the chat in each day and the number of instances that
Lily’s recommendations cause changes in the input text.
The numbers of use cases of Lily’s recommendations may seem small in Table 3. There are
several reasons. First, the system is designed to support affectionate communication and all the
lyrics are from romantic songs. Therefore, the recommendations are less helpful in instrumental
conversations – the major component of communication between couples [61]. In other words,
only a small portion of messages in the chat log is affectionate, and thus the number of messages
improved following the system’s recommendations is not big. Second, Table 3 only records the
number of direct modification of an original expression that can be identified from chat logs. If a
participant changed the tone of the message rather than the words or composed a new message
following Lily’s previous suggestion, we would not able to detect such incidents. Third, besides
direct modification of messages, there may be other implicit ways for users to benefit from the
system’s suggestions, which is not captured in the data shown in Table 3. In sum, even though the
number of use cases identified in the chat logs may seem small, it does not necessarily mean that
the system is not useful. We thus turn to the qualitative results for more information.
4.3.3 Interview logs. To gain further insights, we analyzed interview responses to investigate
individual practices in more details (RQ1), to identify the possible influences of Lily on users’
perception and acceptance (RQ2), and to grasp participants’ comments on things to consider and
improve (RQ3). We audio recorded every interview session with participants’ consent. Upon the
completion of the entire study, two of the authors conducted a thematic analysis [7] on transcripts
of all the audio recordings. We first applied open coding to the data independently to generate
the initial codes. Then, the two authors met regularly to compare, discuss and reshape the codes,
grouping codes into potential themes. After several rounds of reading, comparing, and refining
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the candidate themes, we came up with an embryonic code book. More specifically, we carefully
reviewed how the themes are patterned to tell a coherent story, by merging some codes into
several categories, dividing some other codes which would be better put into different themes, and
excluding irrelevant codes. Finally, we defined and named the themes and categories. At the end of
this process, we narrowed down to the following themes in correspondence to the three research
questions: effectiveness on facilitating affectionate communication (RQ1), effectiveness on fostering
intimacy (RQ1), perceived usefulness in online communication (RQ2), perceived user behavior
change from online to offline (RQ2), perception of system performance (RQ3), and additional
findings on usability considerations (RQ3).
5

RESULTS

In this paper, we aim to explore the effect of facilitating affectionate communication by manifesting
romantic lyrics in text messaging. Therefore, the results mainly cover the extent to which Lily
influences users’ affectionate communication.
In Table 3, we first noticed that the number of usage of recommendations seems small. However,
the ratio of the usage by affective utterances is relatively not so much small. Couple 5 shows the
lowest ratio for their usage by affective utterances. That is because they chat through shorter
utterances with simply one or two words compared to other couples. The short utterances make the
number of utterances look larger as presented in the Table 3, while it aggravates the performances
of Lily because the query with only one or two words does not provide enough information to
diversify the similarity scores between users’ input and lyrics. Thus, their usage ratio by affective
utterances is lower than that of other couples.
We then analyzed the differences between pre- and post-study relationship closeness scores. As
displayed in Table 3, the mean value of URCS in the pre-survey is 76.3 which increased to 77.5 after
using Lily. Also, the average of RCI before using Lily is 5.60 and that of the post survey increased
to 5.87. We conducted Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test because the sample size was small, meaning
the data would not follow the normal distribution. However, we found that there is no statistically
significant difference in both URCS(W =13.0, p = 0.48) and RCI(W =18.0, p =0.33). We still present
the data in Table 3 to help putting user feedback into perspective. Similar to the other demographic
data, the intimacy assessment results provide contextual information for better understanding
of the dynamics of each couple. In the following subsections, we present the qualitative findings
from the interview results and analysis. We describe how users felt about Lily and how it brought
changes to the users even after the study.
5.1

Effectiveness on Facilitating Affectionate Communication (RQ1)

Couple 1,2,3, and 5 agreed that Lily’s service is satisfactory and that they had enjoyed the conversations with their partners using the system during the whole experiment. They were pleased
with the positive influences Lily has brought to their affectionate interactions such as learning
different expressions, getting closer to their partners, and even helping older couples refresh their
relationships. Excitingly, all participants indicated that they would love to use Lily in daily life
if it is plugged into the chat platform(s) they are currently using. The biggest reason for this, as
acknowledged by every user, is that they all found Lily a good source for new expressions.
While Table 4 classifies the number of usage for each context, we also took a look the conversation
contents as well. Couple 1 and 3 used the suggestions for more empathetic contents. When one is
nervous or anxious, their partner presented empathetic expressions such as “People change with
the weather”, and “Whatever you feel I feel it too”. Couple 2 and 5 had more romantic contents
for their usage as we can see from their example sentences such as “I’m so glad, you’re all mine”,
and “How deep is your love”. However, couple 4 showed a bit different context. They intentionally
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Couple #

ID

Gender

# of

1

1

M

2

F

3

M

4

F

5

M

6

F

7

M

8

F

9

M

10

F

2

3

4

5

Total

79:13

Day 1

Day 2

Day 3

RCI*

URCS**

Utterances
Affective Utt.
Usage of Rec.
Utterances
Affective Utt.
Usage of Rec.

73
5
3
74
4
1

60
7
5
61
4
4

82
8
2
83
7
6

215 6.11 6.67 81
20
10
218 6.19 6.53 71
15
11

83

Utterances
Affective Utt.
Usage of Rec.
Utterances
Affective Utt.
Usage of Rec.

59
7
5
59
10
7

61
12
5
61
16
13

65
1
0
65
17
15

185 6.92 6.27 83
20
10
185 5.09 4.92 76
43
35

80

Utterances
Affective Utt.
Usage of Rec.
Utterances
Affective Utt.
Usage of Rec.

64
6
5
65
7
2

45
6
4
46
5
2

42
12
6
41
10
4

151 4.93 3.37 79
24
15
152 6.32 6.35 84
22
8

80

Utterances
Affective Utt.
Usage of Rec.
Utterances
Affective Utt.
Usage of Rec.

90
11
8
91
12
2

87
7
6
88
9
4

66
7
6
66
5
4

243 6.14 6.55 74
25
20
245 5.23 6.01 67
26
10

73

Utterances
Affective Utt.
Usage of Rec.
Utterances
Affective Utt.
Usage of Rec.

124
11
3
124
11
3

128
8
5
128
7
0

134
12
0
134
10
2

386 6.21 6.57 77
31
8
386 2.81 5.42 71
28
5

75

74

77

84

67

82

Table 3. Table shows the number of utterances, affective utterances, and the usage of recommendations for
each day by participants. *Pre and post RCI scores are indicated in order. **Pre and post URCS results are
displayed in order.

modified and utilized the suggestions as a mean of topics and jokes such as “Lily said my body is a
wonderland.”.
5.1.1 Recognition of affectionate words and phrases. Lily helps users learn or remind expressions
which a user would possibly know but rarely use in their real conversation. P1 mentioned that he
learnt new expressions for greeting to his girlfriend. “By using Lily, I learned that there are more
words for showing emotions such as ‘Hello beautiful, it’s good to see you again’.” (P1, male, age: 25).
Also, four of the participants added that Lily is especially helpful in enhancing expressiveness when
it suggests phrases that they have seldom used in previous conversations. For example, P3 knows
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Couple #

Context of usage

Day 1

Day 2

Day 3

1 (P1/P2)

Total

Example Sentences

Learn new exp.
Refine exp.
Total usage

2/0
1/1
3/1

2/2
3/2
5/4

0/0
2/6
2/6

2 (P3/P4)

Learn new exp.
Refine exp.
Total usage

2/5
3/2
5/7

1/2
4/11
5/13

0/4
0/11
0/15

3/11
7/24
10/35

I feel we belong
I’m so glad, you’re all mine

3 (P5/P6)

Learn new exp.
Refine exp.
Total usage

1/0
4/2
5/2

1/1
3/1
4/2

1/1
5/3
6/4

3/2
12/6
15/8

Enjoy life with the people I love
Whatever you feel I feel it too

4 (P7/P8)

Learn new exp.
Refine exp.
Total usage

5/1
3/1
8/2

2/3
4/1
6/4

5/4
1/0
6/4

12/8
8/2
20/10

Take me into your world
My body is a wonderland

5 (P9/P10)

Learn new exp.
Refine exp.
Total usage

2/0
1/3
3/3

5/0
0/0
5/0

0/2
0/0
0/2

8/2
0/3
8/5

4/2 People change with the weather
6/9
So, let’s do it babe
10/11

You are electricity
How deep is your love

Table 4. Table shows the number of sentences for each context of the recommendation usage and example
sentences. As described in Section 5.1, participants use the suggestions in three contexts: ‘learning new
expressions’, ‘refining expressions’, and ‘infusing positive tones’. We only identified the cases by the keyword
matching, and thus cannot capture incidents of ‘infusing positive tones’.

that some couple would call one another ‘darling’ and so on, but he has never tried to do so for his
girlfriend. “I started calling [my girlfriend] ‘baby’, ‘darling’ after seeing these phrases showing up from
time to time in Lily. I rarely used these words to address a beloved person before, so it [Lily] helped
me better convey love and praise.” (P3, male, age: 26). “When I talk with my boyfriend previously, I
just called him by his name. But I typed ‘baby are you worth it?’ and ‘do not cry babe’ in the past
few days, because Lily recommended them to me and I think they are sweet.” (P4, female, age: 22).
This implies that users learn new expressions or get reminded of words that could better convey
affection via Lily. Now we describe the appropriateness of these diversified recommendations in
romantic conversations.
5.1.2 Refinement of expressions that match given contexts. The users found Lily’s service particularly
helpful when the suggested phrases suit the context of the conversations. Seven participants
mentioned in the interviews that the suggestions from Lily were adequately in line with their
intentions under specific conversational contexts. In the example depicted in Fig. 3, P3 polished his
expressions by referring to the recommendations, “My girlfriend asked me about her haircut. While
I was trying to type in ‘I like both styles’, I got ‘I love you anyway’ as a recommendation [from Lily]. I
thought this chatbot was really smart because I was able to compose a better response with the same
meaning. Also, I thought I became more romantic with such expression.” (P3, male, age: 26). As P3
described, he originally intended to type ‘I like both styles.’. However, when he typed up to ‘I like’,
Lily began presenting suggestions, and the keyword “love” caught his attention. He switched the
original verb like to love. As he was typing “I love both” (to be completed as “I love both style”), Lily
showed him “I love you anyway”, which became his final choice of words to send to his girlfriend.
P3 mentioned that he was so excited to use this expression instead of his original reply. In this
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P4:

Which one do you prefer? short hair or long hair?

P3’s Original intention:

I like both styles

P3’s input

Final reply:

79:15

I love you anyway

Lily’s Recommendations

1.

I like

I know a melody

I like you

I feel good

2.

I like both

I like you

I love it

I want trust too

3.

I love

I love you baby

I am love

Oh I love

4.

I love both

I love it

I love you baby

I love you anyway

5.

I love you

I love you

I love you baby

I love you anyway

6.

I love you anyway

I love you anyway

I love you baby

I love you

Fig. 3. P3 and P4 are in a relationship. On the second day of the experiment, P4 asked P3 a question during
the chat, ‘Which one do you prefer? short hair or long hair?’. In the context of typing a response to the this
question, P3 was inspired by the recommendations provided. The figure illustrates the whole process which
P3 followed to enrich his response.

regard, it suggests that our system has reasonably good performance in calculating the semantic
similarity between the user’s input sentences and the song lyrics in our database, which allows
Lily to make meaningful suggestions according to the context of conversations.
5.1.3 Enforcement of positive tone. Some feedback indicates that Lily might help dyads resolve
problems in the middle of an argument. Three of the participants (P3, P4, and P7) emphasized that
seeing the soft, polished words from Lily could calm them down and help stop a fight. P4 had a
small argument with her boyfriend regarding weekend date plan. She said the positive tones and
moods of the suggestions make her keep smile while chatting. “The posts from Lily reminded me of
good things about a relationship when we had a fight, which it softened my heart and cooled me down.”
(P4, female, age: 22). “I would strongly recommend Lily especially to couples who fight a lot because
the expressions are sweet.” (P3, male, age: 26). Indeed, P7 mentioned that he was quite angry for
student union related issues while chatting with his girlfriend on the second day of the experiment.
However, the suggestions which are full of positive moods somehow made him cool down to be
more relaxed. “While chatting [with my partner], there was a moment when I had a quite high temper
today. But then Lily suggested me to stay positive and that was very helpful.” (P7, male, age: 19). All
participants acknowledged that Lily, with its recommendations derived from positive love songs,
would make users more empathetic and warmer.
5.2

Effectiveness on Fostering Intimacy (RQ1)

Although the URCS and RCI scores did not show significant improvement over the course of
the experiment perhaps due to the study length, we did find several indications of Lily fostering
intimacy in the participants’ reflection. All participants mentioned that having conversations with
the help of Lily was enjoyable and funny. Four users (P2-4, and P6) commented that they could
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identify the changes in their partners’ expressions, “That’s not her normal style of talking, I could
tell, but she did that during the study. I want to hear her saying these words again.” (P3, male, age: 26).
“I found my boyfriend showing more responsive words while chatting via Lily.” (P4, female, age: 22).
Some added that they received more compliments and love from their partners when they use Lily.
Three participants explicitly said they sense a clear bond with their partners via Lily even though
they rarely show it in daily lives, “I felt sweet of my boyfriend when he followed the suggestions
because he never uses those romantic words in normal conversations.” (P4, female, age: 22). “If he keeps
using Lily, maybe I will embrace even more affection, empathy and warmth.” (P6, female, age: 23).
5.2.1 Awareness of partner’s favorite expressions. P1, P3, and P5 realized that their partners would
like to hear romantic expressions. They never exchanged thoughts about this prior to the use of Lily,
and thus did not expect that it could bring happiness to the relationship. Through the interviews,
four participants came to realize that sweet expressions made their partners feel better. P1 and
P3 began to call their girlfriend ‘darling’, ‘babe’, and ‘beautiful’. With Lily’s suggestions, they got
to know that such a calling would make their partners happy. They are happy to know that their
partners’ would love to hear such expressions. “I never knew that she likes and appreciates these
expressions. Lily led me to see that part of her.” (P1, male, age: 25). “I noticed that my girlfriend really
enjoy the words from the lyrics. If I knew earlier, I would have used Lily more often.” (P3, male, age: 26).
Also, their girlfriends mentioned that they wish their boyfriend would keep using Lily. In general,
if users see that their partners would like to hear certain “unusual” expression taken from Lily’s
suggestions, they tend to use that expression spontaneously in the following communication.
5.2.2 Introduction to novel stimuli. Lyrics include slang and funny expressions. These features
make conversations more enjoyable and friendly. “I heard ‘hello beautiful, it is good to see you
again.’ It was cute and I was surprised.” (P2, female, age: 23). “I typed ‘how deep is your love’ and
my girlfriend realized that this came from a song. Then we chatted for a while using the lyrics only.
It was so funny.” (P9, male, age: 20). People felt that chatting with the support of a bot is a new,
delightful experience for them. “It is somewhat unusual but actually quite enjoyable.” (Pilot 2, female,
age: 21). Most importantly, seven participants conceded that the originality in their affectionate
interactions brings them closer to each other. Unknown stimulus or novelty directly impacts
humans’ basic cognitive processes, such as perception, recognition, and recall. Specifically, people
are likely to feel a high level of joy for moderately novel stimuli [22]. Song lyrics have lexical
novelty which could elevate users’ pleasantness [22, 45]. By exchanging messages enriched with
lyrics, couples excite interest and contentment in their partners reciprocally, which may boost the
mutual intimacy [28, 53].
Also, P4, P7, and P9 reported that they utilized the recommendations as new subjects when they
ran out of topics. During the user study, the chat within some couples went cold once or twice.
In this case, they reported that they soon revived the conversations with ideas taken from Lily’s
suggestions. “Lily prompted me some ideas, so I could keep the conversations going when we finished
chatting about the routine stuff.” (P7, male, age: 19). “I didn’t like the subject so I tried to change it.
Then I saw Lily’s recommendations. Just in time.” (P4, female, age: 22). Lily also inspired some users
with new topics that they had never discussed with their partner before. “There was once, in the
middle of our conversation, I saw a quote ‘saturate a sunrise’ in Lily. I don’t remember what I was
typing but at that point, I realized that my girlfriend and I had never thought about watching a sunrise
together. So I immediately brought it up to her.” (P9, male, age: 20). These cases suggest that Lily’s
assistance goes beyond the style of talking.
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Perceived Usefulness in Online Communication (RQ2)

Participants point out that Lily can benefit both long-term (denoted as Group A in Table 2) and
short-term (Group B) relationships, but for different reasons. The participants who assert that this
system would be rather beneficial for Group A, expect Lily to provide some kind of freshness to
the relationship when the initial spark has faded away. “I think it [Lily] would work better for those
who are in relationship for four or five years, because it gives you fresh topics.” (P9, male, age: 20).
Existing psychological studies suggest that as a relationship progresses, a couple’s intimacy level
and passion in love first goes up and then drops after a certain point in time [5]. Some other studies
indicate that novel stimuli provoke passion in long-term relationships [4, 34]. The fact that lyrics
hold lexical novelty [22, 45] makes Lily a promising boost of a lasting relationship. One participant
(P4) among Group A mentioned that Lily indeed made them feel that they were somewhat in the
early stages of their relationship again, “We have been together for over two years, so we got used
to our daily conversations. This system has brought new excitement by changing how we talk on
a SNS platform. It somehow made us feel like we were back in the early stages of our relationship.”
(P4, female, age: 22). Participants who advocate for the use of Lily between Group B believe that
partners would need more affectionate interactions to establish the bond early in their relationship:
“I believe Lily would be better for early-stage couples.” (P5, male, age: 24). They expect those who are
in the early-stage of a relationship would more actively express their emotions to each other. Thus,
they consider that Lily would be more beneficial to Group B.
While our participants are located in the same city, they all agree that Lily could also be useful
for couples who are physically apart, considering that text-based communication is a popular
means for long-distance couples to maintain their relationship [44, 46, 51, 62]. Some users indicate
that although they acknowledge the performance of Lily’s recommendations, they would have
found Lily more favorable if they have talked more actively through messengers. In this regard,
Lily would be valuable for individuals who are eager to have better affectionate communication
with their remote partners. This could be realized by adding other means facilitating continuous
conversations: suggesting topics, recommending famous quotes, and the like. To verify Lily’s actual
usefulness in the above scenarios, we will conduct a large-scale long-term field study in the future.
5.4

Potential User Behavior Change from Online to Offline (RQ2)

Positive changes in affectionate expressions and behaviors in real life is another major impact
that Lily brings to users.
5.4.1 Changes in verbal expressions. During the exit interviews, many users reported that Lily
has changed the way they speak, even when they are not using it. Four participants reported that
they began saying something recommended by Lily previously and tried to polish their words by
themselves. P3 and P4 began calling their partners as ‘honey’ or ‘darling’ even without Lily in their
daily lives: “Lily recommended me ‘honey’ to me yesterday and I started using it today even though
the word did not show up in the suggestions. I was surprised myself when I found I was typing ‘honey’
because I had never used this word before seeing it in Lily.” (P4, female, age: 22); “I used words such
as ‘darling’ today even though I do not normally use those words. I think I got influenced by Lily.”
(P3, male, age: 26). After using Lily, another participant began using descriptive words in offline
settings: “I became more expressive in daily conversation. Now I consider which adjective I should use
to express how I feel whenever I talk to someone. I found myself trying to polish my expressions and
praise my girlfriend more even in face-to-face conversations.” (P1, male, age: 25).
According to neuroscience and psychology research, enhanced memory for emotional events
allow better prediction when facing similar events afterwards [19]. Users who have experienced
that following a particular suggestion from Lily made their partner happier, would be able to predict
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more easily how their partners would react to the same or similar expressions in offline settings.
Also, evocation of past emotion makes the decision-making process favorable or unfavorable for a
certain behavioral choice [19]. So to speak, Lily users are likely to recite what Lily has presented to
them at an earlier time when they face a similar context while talking with their partner, so that it
eventually evokes the previous emotion, i.e., happiness.
5.4.2 Changes in real-life behavior. Inspirations from Lily can be translated into actual affectionate
actions. Couple 5 (P9 and P10) in our study set a new romantic plan to watch the sunrise together,
which would not be realized without the suggestion from Lily. “I didn’t directly revise my message
based on the suggested expressions. Instead, I asked her ‘when are we going to watch the sunrise?’
and then we worked out a plan together for the coming spring break. It is something I would never
have thought of on my own.” (P9, male, age: 20). In popular songs, lyrics deliver emotions and
messages [66]. Entities and activities occurring in love songs are likely to bear certain romantic
features, triggering Lily users’ interests or resonations when encountering them in real life. All these
examples reveal that Lily’s influence transcends the period of the study and the communication
medium, extending across the online and offline boundaries.
5.5

Implication of User Perception of System Performance (RQ3)

5.5.1 Non-clickable feature ensures user effort. Among the three main design features of Lily (see
Subsection 3.3), non-clickable feature caught participants’ attention. Since we intentionally disable
the system from completing the input sentence automatically, users have to manually revise their
messages following Lily’s recommendations. One participant (P3) complimented this feature saying
that he does not like the autocomplete function employed in other chatting applications. In contrast,
with Lily, he can refer to the suggestions whenever he wants to and customize the wording to
suit his own taste. “I really dislike the autocompletion feature in other applications, but Lily didn’t
autocomplete my words. I only had to look at the recommendations. If I liked any of them, I just typed
the words that seem good to me.” (P3, male, age: 26). This comment is consistent with our intention
of incorporating this feature when we built Lily in the first place. Many of the existing messaging
tools aim to assist users in speeding up text entry with one click. This, however, discourages users
to put efforts into writing, which may have a negative effect in affectionate communication setting
because effortful maintenance and reflection helps to enhance relationships [35–37].
5.5.2 Recommendation accuracy affects experience. All participants noted that although Lily gives
good recommendations for communication of affection, it did not work as well within instrumental
conversations. “I found good recommendations when we were saying something related to emotions
and love such as ‘Your intellect is heroin’. But, when we talked about random topics, Lily might suggest
me some irrelevant and the ratio was about one out of seven.” (P5, male, age: 24). “When we were
talking about the routine stuff, the recommendations didn’t match as much.” (P8, female, age: 18). This
happens because our primary focus is on affectionate communication, and thus we particularly use
romantic song lyrics which are mostly about relationship and are distinct from ordinary text [68].
That is why Lily does not perform well for instrumental conversations.
Also, P3 pointed out that when he tends to type short words and when he does so, he received
almost the same recommendations. This means that he hardly gets new inspirations from Lily. “I
found that Lily often showed the same 3 lines when I entered short replies to my girlfriend. It was not
of much help after a while.” (P3, male, age: 26). This could occur because Lily needs certain amount
of information from users to diversify the similarity scores between input message and song lyrics.
If the query only contains one or two words, as in the case of P3, some generic phrases may receive
higher matching scores.
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5.5.3 Other concerns. Not every participant felt that Lily would truly facilitate their affectionate
interactions. P8 mentioned that she prefers listening to only what her boyfriend would say from his
heart, even if it is less illustrative or romantic, “I actually think that Lily would not help with couple’s
affectionate communication because it is not 100% from my boyfriend. Some part is from Lily and
the other part is from my boyfriend, so I think it lacks integrity somehow.” (P8, female, age: 18). She
worried that the use of Lily would disguise the actual feeling of her partner, though our original
intention of building Lily is not to fake love, but to help conveying it better. To our surprise, no one
raised concerns about privacy during the interviews. Pilot 2 and P7 mentioned that they feel like
third party listens their chats. However, they generally felt that the third party is truly friendly to
them: “I had the impression that a very friendly third person was listening to our conversations.” (Pilot
2, female, age: 21). Another participant (P7) depicted Lily as a fairy which listens his chats.

5.6 Possible Features for Improving System Usability and Usefulness (RQ3)
To further explore design opportunities, we asked the participants to freely comment on any
place for improvement in Lily. In the thematic analysis process, we categorized their feedback into
three themes: extension to instrumental communication, extra UI features, and topic suggestion.
5.6.1 Extending to instrumental communication. Participants commonly want Lily to suggest better
recommendations for instrumental conversation like it does for affectionate communication. They
consider that the recommendations seem less adequate to use for instrumental topics. The reason
why they felt this way is that couples talk about various topics including random daily topics such
as interests, plans, finances, etc [3]. One possible way to resolve this problem is to enlarge data
sources for recommendations. Participants suggested that sources such as movie scripts, poems,
and literature would work well with Lily. “Movie lines would be identical to normal topics, so they
would be a good source of examples.” (P8, female, age: 18). “Data sources for normal conversations
would be also interesting.” (P9, male, age: 20). In the meantime, it also confirms that Lily helps users
in romantic contexts. Although users found less appropriate recommendations during instrumental
conversations, all participants agree that Lily suggests proper recommendations in affectionate
contexts. Considering that facilitating affectionate communication is the main purpose of Lily, we
achieved the original purpose. However, we found that users want Lily to support even their general
conversation as well. To achieve our original goal, we adopted song lyrics with a romance theme.
With broader data sets, Lily could give useful recommendations even in daily-topic conversations.
5.6.2 Adding extra UI features. There are some features suggested by participants for improving
Lily like interactive system. Noting that they have never seen or experienced any other interactive
system for facilitating users’ chats, these feedback and suggestions could provide feasible design
considerations for the future work.
On/off button Two users maintained that an on/off feature would increase the usability of
Lily. When the users do not want to refer to the recommendations, it would be good to turn off
the recommendation feature. “It would be better if we could turn the [recommendation] feature
on and off at will.” (P9, male, age: 20). Users would have more flexibility and freedom when the
recommendations are optional. Another user (P3) suggested that adding a sliding feature to show
the suggestions would be helpful. This would provide users with more options until they are
satisfied. “Lily was great with emotional expressions, but it recommended some irrelevant sentences in
normal conversations. Perhaps Lily could switch its feature on or off according to the type of ongoing
conversations.” (P3, male, age: 26).
Personalizing favorite list Another user (P2) noted that allowing users have a favorite list
to mark and save certain recommendations would benefit users of Lily. There could be some
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recommendations that do not necessarily fit to the given context but is better fit to another
context later. However, when the better context comes, there is no guarantee that the particular
recommendation will appear. “If I have some recommendations that I like, I wish I could save it in a
list and quickly bring up one of the suggestions from the list afterwards by a click.” (P2, female, age:
23). If personalized favorite list is available, it would enrich the usability of Lily.
Pinning a recommendation Users who type messages slowly reported that due to the rapidly
changing recommendation, they cannot fully refer to the recommendations. Currently, Lily is
supposed to update the presenting recommendations for every additional word. Therefore, even if
a user found a recommendation that they would like to follow, the specific recommendation would
disappear after a few words are added. This problem was reported by one of the participants. To
prevent this, we might add a pinning feature where users could pin a specific recommendation
to which they wish to refer. Once a recommendation is pinned, it will not be changed, while
the remaining two recommendations are being substituted as more input text is given. It can be
differentiated from a personalized favorite list in that it is temporal for each iteration, while a
favorite list is to be stored for later use.
5.6.3 Recommending novel topics. Some users utilize Lily’s recommendations as a source of new
topics, though Lily is not designed for topic suggestion. Those users are even satisfied with such
usability of Lily. Interestingly, they asserted that it is common that they easily run out of topics
to talk about during the chats. They described that they feel thirst of topics for continuing chats.
However, as it mentioned above, what Lily is meant to be is to provide diversified and illustrative
expressions, not a new topic. “When I was trying to change the subject, Lily recommended me
something that I could use. So, adding this feature might benefit the other users as well.” (P4, female,
age: 22). Therefore, participants asserted that suggesting interesting topics for romantic couple to
talk about would be another great feature for designing interactive systems. Future research could
extend this work so that apply such additional features for improvement.
5.7

Issues with Divergent Opinions (RQ3)

We identify three issues which the participants have divergent view on. Mostly, users’ behavioral
habits effect differentiated opinion for the same feature. That is because some habitual behaviors in
chatting would be disrupted by features of Lily, while those who do not have such habitual behaviors
would not experience such problems. Here we introduce three points over which participants show
divergent opinions.
5.7.1 Increasing or decreasing the number of recommendations. First, people have different opinions
regarding the number of recommendations presented. Some of them assert that three lines are
already too much, while some others want to see more recommendations. Those who consider three
suggestions are too much, commonly mentioned that they only referred to the leftmost one. This
could be explained by the fact that the user types in so fast. Since this user replies within a second,
she does not have any time to polish her expressions by looking at the other two suggestions.
5.7.2 Supporting negative context. Another controversial issue is the inclusion of negative context
in Lily. One participant (P8) likes Lily because it does not suggest any words that contain negative
meanings. “I really liked [the fact that] Lily didn’t leave negative comments.” (P8, female, age: 18). On
the other hand, another participant (P3) noted that it would be much better to have recommendations
with negative context to help soften such expressions. “It would have been better if Lily contained
[examples with] negative words because it would recommend nicer ways to express feelings for people
who are in negative situations.” (P3, male, age: 26). Another opinion is that Lily would be more
useful when it suggests some sentences for an apology. Rather than just saying ‘I am sorry’, more
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elaborate expressions would be better to recover the relationship. This might have derived from
the differences of expressiveness between individuals. The user who wanted to refer to words with
negative context was introverted. He might need more cues in order to convey his thoughts in a
nicer way.
5.7.3 Real-time changing recommendation. Another issue that was differently valued by participants is the real-time suggestions Lily gives. The majority of participants (All but P6) commented
that they do not feel inconvenience during chats regarding suggestions being made immediately
after they type some sentences. However, P6 said her recommendations kept changing when she
was typing long sentences. “When I was typing long sentences, the recommendations kept changing
and it bothered me slightly.” (P6, female, age: 23). This is a contradictory issue because Lily needs to
make quick suggestions, but this aroused inconvenience in some cases. P6 might have faced this
difficulty because she typed slowly. While observing the study, we found that she typed noticeably
slower when compared to others. P6 had to look at the keyboard, type in some sentences, look
at the monitor, and look back at the keyboard again before typing other words. While she was
typing some sentences for the second time, the recommendation changed before she looked at the
monitor because it was built to suggest words right away.
6

DISCUSSION

In this paper, we probe how technologies could facilitate amplifying or reexpressing affection in
text messaging with a prototype system called Lily, to explore potential design opportunities and
challenges in the domain of technology-mediated affectionate communication. In this section, we
review crucial points we have learned from this work and present possible design considerations
extracted from user feedback for future research in this domain.

6.1

Facilitating Affectionate Communication in Text Messaging

We designed Lily to demonstrate potential technological support for textual manifestation of
affection. Lily recommends three most semantically similar lyrics based on users’ original input in
real-time to showcase diverse use of affectionate words in a positive tone. Prior studies proposed
to assist relationship building in online chat settings by introducing supplementary nonverbal
cues such as visualization or emoji generated from facial expressions [26, 35, 43]. While these
approaches did show effects, results suggest that developing medium-specific support rather than
augmenting existing communication system with extra channels can be more beneficial [10]. There
thus has been effort on fostering the sense of closeness by encouraging composition of longer, more
effortful messages [37]. Unlike previous works, we focus on improving the expressiveness of users’
textual exchange directly.
User feedback from a three-day empirical study implies that designing systems to recommend
textual features to help users embellish their verbal expressions is indeed viable for improving
affectionate communication in computer-medicated communication (CMC). In addition, the results
of our study suggest that users accept help from Lily in three contexts: learning novel expressions,
refining own expressions, and infusing positive tone. First of all, the recommendations derived from
romantic song lyrics, users would easily feel lexical novelty from those expressions [22, 45]. Also,
considering people easily stick to their own verbal habits to express or describe something, Lily
provides users with a great opportunity to be exposed to unfamiliar or even creative means to convey
affection. It demonstrates to users how to diversify and enrich verbal expressions, especially in the
context of affectionate communication. Second, users could get inspired by Lily’s recommendations
and refine the message to amplify or reexpress their original intention, as P3 and P4 reported
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during the interview. Lastly, all romantic lyrics employed by Lily are in positive tones, since we
intentionally excluded any songs indicating a negative mood such as those about break-up theme.
As it described in our findings, users consider such examples helpful for infusing positive tones in
their sentences.
Even though the experimental period was relatively short, there are indications that the aforementioned changes in users’ affectionate expressions not only introduce new, positive stimulation
to relationship, but also create an opportunity for the participants to learn more about the type
of verbal affectionate communication their partners desire to receive. We also found anecdotal
evidence that these effects extend from online to offline. Due to the limited time, we were not be
able to assert the extent to which such changes can improve the sense of intimacy in this study,
and plan to answer this question through a longer-term experiment in the future.
6.2

Design Considerations

In general, participants in our study are satisfied with Lily’s service in the romantic domain,
and hope to expand such technology-mediated affectionate communication support to a general
context, fostering interpersonal interactions between family members, friends, and even social
acquaintances in text chat. In this subsection, we summarize several design considerations for
actual deployment of such an application.
6.2.1 User engagement management. Although all of the participants made use of Lily’s recommendations during the study period, they may drop the service when the initial excitement about a
new feature fades away (a.k.a. novelty effect), when the system fails to make relevant suggestions,
or when they feel that there is nothing more they can learn from the system. Hence, we need to
consider how to engage users in the long run. We identify several possible approaches from user
comments. First, the system can enrich and constantly update its example pool by incorporating a
wide variety of language resources (e.g., movie lines), to reduce repetition in its suggestions. Second,
the backend candidate ranking algorithm should include diversity – a “beyond accuracy” objective
– into the optimization process while maintaining the semantic relevance of the output. As revealed
by previous study on recommender systems, diversity is positively correlated with novelty [33].
Third, the system can expand its coverage of scenarios to assist verbal expressions in instrumental
communication, since affectionate exchange only takes up a small portion of daily communication.
Fourth, the system can provide topic recommendation in addition to expression suggestions, which
is inspired by the positive side effect of Lily. Last but not least, the system can provide customized
services tailored for different user needs. For example, users can also pick a preferred style of
language or songs, specify whether or not they want to see examples with negative emotions, and
turn on/off the service at will. Additionally, a couple can maintain a list of songs bearing a special
meaning to them. They may choose to have the system recommend lyrics only from this list when,
for example, they are having a fight in the chat, to prompt shared experiences and memories.
6.2.2 Ethical implications. Designers should carefully consider the potential ethical issues of an
affectionate communication support system. As discussed in Subsection 5.5.3, one participant (P8)
prefers to hear genuine words from the partner because of the fear that people no longer mean
what they say. It is thus critical to ensure that the suggested expressions would not alter users’
original intention. The system is meant to bring inspiration, not deception. Also, the suggestions
could be a more explicit or implicit expression of what users intend to convey as shown in Table 1.
Users may sometimes fail to realize that the recommendation they take is an inappropriate way
to express what they mean in a certain context, especially when unfamiliar words or phrases are
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involved (e.g., “Do you still drive” in Table 1). Such incidents are likely to cause adverse effects
and even damage the relationship. In this case, allowing users to examine the context of a given
example in the language dataset (e.g., showing a few lines before and after the suggested expression
in lyrics by mouse hover or long press) may help mitigate potential misuse. Another thing to note
is that, “autocompletion” (or “autocorrection”) may not be a plausible feature to adopt in systems
like Lily. As indicated by P3 (quoted in Subsection 5.5.1), it would deprive users of the control over
their messages. For instance, in the ReactionBot study, users are afraid of emotional leakage because
the system attaches emojis without their confirmation as soon as it detects users’ emotions [43].
For another, over reliance on “autocompletion” reduces meaningful user effort on communication
which is considered important investment in relationship building.
6.2.3 Privacy concerns. The system Lily has to listen to users’ input to return semantically similar
but more affectionate expressions. In other words, the system monitors what users are typing
consistently, which may lead to privacy concerns. In our experiment, a few participants (Pilot 2
and P7, Subsection 5.5.3) acknowledged that it feels like having an unknown third party listening
to their conversation; but to our surprise, they all took the experience quite positively. It is because
users find this “third party” highly friendly and that it exists with good intentions. However, still,
designers need to take effective measures to protect user privacy if launching such a system in
reality. One possible method is to have the system perform all the computation locally so that
no data would be leaked out of users’ device. Recent advances in edge computing and machine
learning demonstrate the possibility of deploying deep neural networks on mobile devices and
performing tasks only using local host resources [41]. Another approach is to apply framework
such as Federated Learning [40] to properly encrypt data and models when transmitting information
between clients and server. Note that these privacy measures may entail usability problems such as
space consumption and response latency. System designers are supposed to consider the different
trade-offs.
7

LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE WORK

Our study has several limitations. First, the scale of the experiment is relatively small and the study
period is relatively short. It would be better to have more samples over an extended period of time
to enhance the validity of our findings. A second issue regarding the participants is diversity. Since
we mainly recruited users from the university campus, we did not have representatives from a
wider age range, different cultural and educational backgrounds, and varying socioeconomic status.
Another thing to note regarding participant sample is that we were not able to recruit homosexual
couples for our exploratory study. Although we did not contrast the behavior between female and
male participants in our analysis to avoid stereotyping gender and avoid drawing over generalized
conclusions based on a small sample, we acknowledge that the dynamics between same-sex couples
could be different, which may affect user practices and experiences with Lily. Therefore, we plan to
increase the number of couples with more diverse background and different gender composition in
our future studies. Third, none of the couples are geographically separated, and thus we did not
get to verify our findings with long distance couples in this experiment. Fourth, in terms of study
settings, we did not conduct controlled comparison between Lily and a specific baseline system
in our current study. Instead, we asked the participants to reflect on their use of Lily in contrast
with the ordinary messaging app(s) they use in everyday life. We propose to conduct two types of
large-scale experiments in the future, a controlled study with a baseline system and a longitudinal
field study, both with more diverse participants and scenarios. Fifth, Lily is currently developed on
the Slack framework as it is an open, friendly platform for developers. Its look and feel is somewhat
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different from that of the popular private messaging apps. In future studies, we will experiment
with deploying Lily on more common messengers such as Facebook messenger, WhatsApp, etc.
Lastly, Lily currently supports English only because of the English lyrics dataset we used. A future
research direction can be providing multilingual support to explore user behavior and perception
of technology-mediated affectionate communication in different cultural-linguistic contexts.
8

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we proposed Lily, an interactive system that allows users to refine their affectionate
communications by suggesting similar, but richer expressions in real-time text messaging. We
utilized romantic song lyrics as a data source to present recommendations. Lily first reads users’
original input and then it returns three recommendations in real-time, which are randomly selected
among the top 0.1% with similar meanings. These are different expressions chosen from 18,777 lines
of lyrics. Through a three-day empirical study, we found that Lily helps users get inspired to refine
their affectionate expressions indeed, despite its suggestions being less adequate in instrumental
conversation. It is reported that users can refer to Lily’s recommendations not just for enriching
affectionate expressions, but also for augmenting the conversation with topics enlightened by
its recommendations. In addition, we derived several design considerations from study results
and participant feedback. We hope this work attracts more researchers to design systems which
facilitate emotional communications between human subjects.
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